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22
As software products grow in terms of expressivity, 23 there is also a growing need to allow people to customize, , 2006) , where the main concern is to enable users 75 to easily modify and create software artefacts. ming by Example (Cypher, 1993; Lieberman, 2001 ) is one Rather than writing a program in a programming language 82 to automate a task, users simply demonstrate how to per-83 form it. 84 Our research is aimed at leveraging these problems by 85 providing automatic mechanisms to allow customization 86 tasks easily. Therefore, the main problem we address here 87 is how to provide intelligent automatic support for custom-88 izing Web applications even for non-computer-skilled end-89 users. To face such a challenge, we leverage User Interfaces Design (MBUID) approaches (Paternò , 91 2001) combined with customization techniques (Macías 92 and Castells, 2004) . The overall goal is natural develop-93 ment (Berti et al., 2006) , which implies that people should face Design (Szekely, 1996) generalized from session to session, as the system is respon- In our approach, we want to identify the user's prefer-402 ences from the changes that s/he made to the Web pages. Fig. 4 . The four levels of our knowledge structure. While facts are automatically generated by the system, 673 rules have to be defined by the expert system designer. This set contains the elements of PC2 that are not in PC1.
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In the example in Fig. 6 Concretely, the principal objectives of the evaluation were:
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• Test the system with real users.
891
• Evaluate the rules programmed and how they reacted.
892
• Analyse user interactions and detect meaningful custom-893 izations and expert rule activations.
894
• Populate the expert system with new knowledge to be 895 considered in future user sessions. 896 897 In the test, we used an existing Web application gener-898 ated by the TERESA tool (Mori et al., 2004) . The applica- The expert system included a total of 14 syntactic cus-972 tomization rules and 10 semantic ones that were activated 973 according to the modifications achieved by end-users. Fig. 9 . Navigation (a) and authoring (b) tools used by every user to achieve the test. During the test, users had freedom enough to utilize the tools they preferred. 
